
LICENSING UPDATE

1. Purpose of the report
To provide information relating to all aspects of licensing relevant to the 
Licensing Committee.

2. Recommendation
That the Licensing Committee note the content of the Report.

3. Background
Information relating to Licensing that is of interest or legal significance to the 
Licensing Committee.

LAP DANCING CLUBS ARE SUFFICIENTLY LICENSED

The owner of the eponymous London club said there were already sufficient powers 
for councils to control nude shows. He was giving evidence to the Culture, Media 
and Sport select committee that are reviewing the impact of the Licensing Act 2003. 

MPs ENQUIRY
During its enquiry the committee has considered the Act's impact on alcohol sales 
and pricing, live music, circuses, lap-dancing clubs, temporary event notices and 
interim authorities granted to the spouses of deceased premises licence holders. 
Opponents of lap dance establishments want them to be put in the same category as 
sex shops, making it easier for people to stop them opening. The campaign has 
been principally organised by Object (who spoke at the Institute of Licensing's 
annual conference in November) and the Fawcett Society, countered by the Lap 
Dancing Society. It has so far seen protests at parliament by both groups, with The 
Stage newspaper reporting that lap-dancers face redundancy if they are forced to 
apply for additional licences. 

At the beginning of the month, lap dancers presented a petition at Downing Street 
against the proposed change, claiming lap dancing is a 'sexy industry, [and] sex is 
not for sale'. 

A Channel 4 documentary recently explored the issue in more depth, a private 
members' bill has attempted to resolve the matter, and the government has written to 
all local authorities to canvass their views.

FOCUS ON BAD CLUBS
Stringfellow told the culture committee that councils should focus on closing down 
'bad clubs'. At present, lap dancing clubs are licensed in the same way as other 
premises under the Licensing Act 2003. Licensing authorities may only consider the 
impact of the premises on the four licensing objectives of crime prevention, public 
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nuisance, public safety and child protection. They are not able to take into account 
the kind of customers they might attract, or the suitability of the location, when 
awarding an alcohol licence. 

The Local Government Association says this means councils are powerless to stop 
there spread. It is calling for lap dance clubs to be reclassified as sex encounter 
establishments - as happens with peep shows in London - allowing local authorities 
to have more of a say in where they are placed. 

According to Stringfellow, this would make it harder for premises to open - and the 
evidence currently around the country at present is that lap dancing and similar clubs 
are, if anything, currently one part of the economy that is booming.

DEMAND FOR SERVICES
According to 118118, the directory enquiries service, calls for pole and lap-dancing 
telephone numbers were up by 496 per cent between January and June this year 
compared to the same period last year. Calls for escort agencies increased by 40 
per cent and for sex shops by 1312 per cent.

Sandra Levique, of Object, said: the request for lap dancing clubs in particular 
reflected a worrying trend, with a 'sexist culture' fuelled by the loophole in licensing.

KEEP PLANNING LAW OUT OF THE PROCESS
Stringfellow told MPs the proposed change would make it harder for premises to 
open. They would effectively have to go through the planning, rather than the 
licensing, process, he argued. He added: 'the idea of planning should be kept out of 
this... I've been involved in planning on two occasions and we are talking about 
years.' Planning is much more complex and we shouldn't be involved in such 
problems.'

GENTLEMENS' CLUBS
Mr Stringfellow said: 'mine are not sexual encounter clubs. They are gentlemen's 
clubs.' He told the MPs a sex encounter licence in Westminster borough, where his 
clubs are based, would cost £30,000 a year. He added: 'I don't deserve to be treated 
in this way.' I don't want anyone coming into my clubs thinking they are going to get 
a sexual encounter.' Councils already had the power to prevent clubs gaining alcohol 
licences if they featured nudity or semi-nudity. Asked about his own establishments, 
he said: "Of course it's sexually stimulating, but so is a disco, so is a pretty girl. 'So is 
David Beckham with his gear on. So are the Chippendales. I went to see them and I 
was the only man among 3,000 females.' He added that his clubs were 'not so 
sexually stimulating that you go home and get divorced and look for a dancer to live 
with'. He added that the police and councils should concentrate on closing down bad 
restaurants, bad clubs and bad discos.

Kate Nicholls of the LDA said: 'Britain's lap dancing clubs have been the subject of 
political and media debate in recent months. 'The LDA shares concerns about 
unregulated or inadequately controlled establishments offering lap dancing. The LDA 
proposes a mandatory code of operating standards for the industry. The LDA offers it 
own code of practise as a blueprint for this. A code of practise which would ensure 



that any licensed premises offering adult entertainment must adhere to principles of 
professionalism, safety and transparency, would go some lengths to addressing 
residual issues within the industry.'

MAGISTRATE COURT APPEALS: ANOTHER NAIL IN THE CANDY BAR 
COFFIN? 

As you may be aware one of the more controversial parts of the Licensing Act 2003 
relates to who can appear in their own right at an Appeal against the decision of the 
Licensing Authority. 

Who can join an appeal if an applicant appeals a decision of the Licensing Authority? 
The "Candy Bar" decision from District Judge Purdy in the Westminster Magistrates 
Court was one of the first decisions on the matter and permitted any party who made 
representations at the original hearing to appear in their own right as a respondent to 
an Appeal, however there is now another decision that supports the opposite view. 

District Judge Cooper in the Ipswich Magistrates Court has said when an applicant 
appeals against the decision of the Licensing Sub-Committee it is the Licensing 
Committee only who are respondents to the Appeal. 

District Judge Cooper considered that, when dealing with matters by way of 
complaint, the Court only has the powers provided by the particular enactment under 
which the Appeal is made. He said that the Magistrates Court had no inherent 
jurisdiction to allow interested parties to be joined to appeals because they had not 
been included in the relevant part of the statute as respondents. 

District Judge Cooper then said that, whilst on the face of his decision it would 
appear that the interests of those parties who could not be able to appear at a 
hearing in their own right (albeit that this is limited to his Court only) had been 
restricted, the reality is that it is for the Licensing Authority to bear in mind the 
opinions of the interested parties in dealing with the Appeal. Therefore it would often 
be incumbent upon Local Authorities to call interested parties as witnesses to give 
evidence to support the decision of the Licensing Authority. In addition, even if they 
were not called as live witnesses, their written representations would probably need 
to be produced by the Licensing Authority as evidence. 

District Judge Cooper did recognise that the Local Authorities should have the right if 
they felt that their original decision was wrong in law or in fact, to compromise the 
Appeal. Clearly the Authorities should have some regard to the concerns and rights 
of the interested parties in making such a decision. The "spectre" of 
maladministration, were it to arise with the Licensing Authority engaging in "back 
stairs skull duggery" with the applicant, would be subject to complaint to the relevant 
Ombudsman and/or Judicial Review and therefore District Judge Cooper was 
satisfied that parties' rights were protected even if the law (as it does in this case) did 
not permit them to become a party in their own right. 

Whether the pendulum swings further in favour of the Tandridge and Ipswich's 
Decisions remains to be seen and it will take a High Court, with the greatest of 
respect to the District Judge Cooper, to finally decide the issue. However, it is 



another decision that will need to be weighed in the balance if either you are thinking 
of attempting to join an Appeal or face an application from another party to join an 
Appeal or you are involved in.

BRISTOL CITY COUNCIL RE-CLASSIFIES: ‘ THIS IS ENGLAND FROM AN 18 TO 
15 CERTIFICATE

Following the classification of Shane Meadow’s latest coming-of-age film This is 
England as an 18 certificate by the British Board of Film Certification (BBFC), 
Watershed’s Head of Film Programme, Mark Cosgrove, applied to Bristol City 
Council’s licensing committee to request that the film be re-classified to enable 
teenagers to see this important film. We are delighted to announce that the 
committee unanimously voted to re-classify the film for Bristol audiences and gave it 
a 15 certificate.

Mark originally saw the film at the Berlin Film Festival in Feb ‘07 in a strand aimed at 
audience’s aged 14 and over and was surprised by the classification decision of the 
BBFC. Feeling strongly that teenagers should see this powerful film, which draws on 
the director’s own youth and tackles the moral dilemmas of growing up amidst 
bullying and peer pressure, Mark applied to the local licensing committee, who 
agreed with his opinion of the film.

This is England

Opening at Watershed on Friday 27 April, This is England is a powerful film set in an 
England on the verge of multi-culturalism in the early 80’s, a time when ska and 
skinhead culture briefly came together, only to be snuffed out by the rise of the 
National Front. Thomas Turgoose shines as Shaun, a mouthy yet vulnerable lad who 
falls in with a friendly and diverse bunch of skinheads. When an older, tougher 
member of the group returns home from prison, his seductive calls to patriotism, 
masking overt racism, divide the group. Superbly written, with spot-on period details 



and terrific soundtrack, which perfectly captures the era, this film raises questions for 
teenagers about the seduction of racism through patriotism.

Mark Cosgrove and the Evening Post Headline

Watershed’s Head of Programme, Mark Cosgrove, commented:

This is England is a cautionary tale about peer pressure, bullying and 
racism and deserves to be seen by a younger audience. I am delighted 
that Bristol City Council have taken such a bold and enlightened view 
on this film.

Cllr Ron Stone, Chair of Bristol's Licensing Committee, said: 

We believe this film delivers a positive, educational message about 
racism and its impact and that young people aged 15 to 18 would 
benefit from being able to see it. The Committee felt it was important 
that the certificate matched the audience for which it was created. We 
believe we are the first local authority in the country to have taken such 
an enlightened view on this particular film.

HIGH COURT REJECTS NOISY PUB COMPLAINT

Report to Follow

LICENSEING APPLICATIONS THROUGH THE CITIZEN’S ADVICE BUREAU

Report to follow

LICENSING CHANGES ANOUNCED IN THE QUEENS SPEECH

Report to follow  
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